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006.754 MEZ
Mezrich, Ben, 1969-. The accidental billionaires : the founding of Facebook, a tale of sex, money, genius and betrayal. 1st ed. New York : Doubleday, c2009. "The high-energy tale of how two socially awkward Ivy Leaguers, trying to increase their chances with the opposite sex, ended up creating Facebook."--Jacket.

231.7309 PIP

306.7 HAR
Harvey, Steve. Act like a lady, think like a man : what men really think about love, relationships, intimacy, and commitment. Expanded ed. New York : Amistad ;, 2014. Everything you need to know about men and relationships is right here -- The mind-set of a man. What drives men -- Our love isn't like your love -- The three things every man needs: support, loyalty, and the cookie -- "We need to talk," and other words that make men run for cover -- Why men do what they do. First things first: he wants to sleep with you -- Sports fish vs. keepers: how men distinguish between the marrying types and the playthings -- Mama's boys -- Why men cheat -- The playbook: how to win the game. Men respect standards, get some -- The five questions every woman should ask before she gets in too deep -- The ninety-day rule: getting the respect you deserve -- If he's meeting the kids after you decide he's "the one," it's too late -- Strong, independent, and lonely, women -- How to get the ring -- From his woman to his wife: winning his heart for a lifetime. Managing the ex-files: how to keep your cool when his past arrives -- Making the first ninety days count -- Your career, his ambitions: how to make your dreams work together -- When the cookie crumbles: put the spice back into your relationship -- is it time to put a ring on it?: a 10=step test before your trip to the jeweler -- Avoiding a family feud: navigating his family -- Quick answers to the questions you've always wanted to ask. Steve Harvey has updated his classic with new advice and insights. Whether it's why women should enforce a "90-Day Probation Period" before they give their men sexual "benefits" - the way Ford motor company withholds medical and dental benefits until an employee has been on the job for 3 months - or explaining to women why men would rather "fix it" than talk about it, Steve Harvey's advice is always spot-on and laden with
warmth and humor. But behind the laughter is his sincere desire to help women understand men. With liberal use of his own adventures in love and courtship, Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man is an honest, compelling, and realistic examination of how men think about love and sex and what women need to know so that they can set realistic expectations of the men in their life.

327.1273 WHI
Whittell, Giles. Bridge of spies : a true story of the Cold War. 1st ed. New York : Broadway Books, c2010. Chronicles the events surrounding the first spy exchange between the American and Soviet Union governments, which took place on February 10, 1962, explores the importance of the events, and examines the lives of the three spies involved.

330 LEV

363.325 ZUC
Zuckoff, Mitchell. 13 hours : the inside account of what really happened in Benghazi. 1st ed. New York : Twelve, 2014. Cast of Characters -- Prologue -- Benghazi -- The Annex -- The Ambassador -- September 11, 2012 -- Overrun -- Gunfighter road -- Man down -- Counterattack -- Zombieland -- Hard target -- Incoming? -- Mortars! -- Convoy. "The harrowing, true account from the brave men on the ground who fought back during the Battle of Benghazi. 13 Hours presents the true account of the events of September 11, 2012, when terrorists attacked the US State Department Special Mission Compound and a nearby CIA station called the Annex in Benghazi, Libya. A team of six American security operators fought to repel the attackers and protect the Americans stationed there. Those men went beyond the call of duty, performing extraordinary acts of courage and heroism, to avert tragedy on a much larger scale. This is their personal account, never before told, of what happened during the thirteen hours of that now-infamous attack"-- From provided by publisher.

599.756 VAI

616.0277 SKL
Skloot, Rebecca, 1972-. The immortal life of Henrietta Lacks. 1st ed. New York : Crown Publishers, c2010. Examines the experiences of the children and husband of Henrietta Lacks, who, twenty years after her death from cervical cancer in 1951, learned doctors and researchers took cells from her cervix without consent which were used to create the immortal cell line known as the HeLa cell; provides an overview of Henrietta's life; and explores issues of experimentation on African-
Americans and bioethics.
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636.8092 MYR
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940.531 EDS
Edsel, Robert M. *The monuments men : Allied heros, Nazi thieves, and the greatest treasure hunt in history*. 1st ed. New York : Center Street, 2009. Presents an account of those who were part of a special force of American and British curators, art historians, museum curators, and other experts who risked their lives to prevent the destruction of cultural artifacts and structures while also trying to locate missing items that had been stolen by the Nazis during World War II.

940.5472 HIL
Hillenbrand, Laura. *Unbroken : a World War II story of survival, resilience, and redemption*. 1st ed. New York : Random House, c2010. A biography of Olympic runner and World War II bombardier, Louis Zamperini, who had been rambunctious in childhood before succeeding in track and eventually serving in the military, which led to a trial in which he was forced to find a way to survive in the open ocean after being shot down.

958.1047 LUT

ADULT BOOK CLUB
Shaffer, Mary Ann. *The Guernsey literary and potato peel...*
Read by Paul Boehmer, Susan Duerden, Rosalyn Landor, John Lee, Juliet Mills. It's a book club born as a spur-of-the-moment alibi when its members are discovered breaking curfew by the Germans occupying their island. Juliet Ashton, a London writer, converses in letters with the Society's members, learning about their lives, their island, their taste in books, and the impact that the recent German occupation has had on all of them. Captivated by their stories, she sets sail to meet these people with whom she has found connection.

AWARD WINNING

AWARD WINNING

BIO FRANK

BIO GILBERT
Gilbert, Elizabeth, 1969-. Eat, pray, love : one woman's search for everything across Italy, India and Indonesia. New York : Viking, 2006. Italy, or, "Say it like you eat it," or, 36 tales about the pursuit of pleasure -- India, or, "Congratulations to meet you," or, 36 tales about the pursuit of devotion -- Indonesia, or, "Even in my underpants, I feel different," or, 36 tales about the pursuit of balance.

BIO JESSOP

BIO KYLE

BIO LINCOLN

BIO NORTHUP
Northup, Solomon, 1808-. Twelve years a slave : narrative of Solomon Northup, a citizen of New York, kidnapped in Washington City in 1841, and rescued in 1853. [S.I.] : Seven Treasures Publications ;, 2013. In 1841, Solomon Northup was betrayed, kidnapped, and sold as a slave in the pre-Civil War South. This is the true, shocking story of the twelve years Northup spent in slavery. A testimony to the strength of one man's spirit and his remarkable will to survive. - from back cover.

BIO POWELL
Powell, Julie. Julie and Julia : 365 days, 524 recipes, 1 tiny apartment kitchen : How one girl risked her marriage.
BIO STRAYED


Cheryl Strayed recounts the impact of her mother's death on her life at age twenty-two and chronicles her experiences after she made the impulsive decision to hike the Pacific Crest Trail from the Mojave Desert all the way into Washington State.

CD-BOOK 133.9013 BUR

Burpo, Todd. *Heaven is for real: [a little boy's astounding story of his trip to heaven and back]*. Unabridged. Carol Stream, IL : Oasis Audio, p2010.

Read by Dean Gallagher. When Colton Burpo made it through an emergency appendectomy, his family was overjoyed at his miraculous survival. Colton, not yet four years old, told his parents he left his body during the surgery. He talked of visiting heaven and relayed stories told to him by people he met there whom he had never met in life, sharing events that happened even before he was born.

CD-BOOK 940.5472 HIL


Read by Edward Herrmann. In 1943, while World War II raged on in the Pacific Theater, Lieutenant Louis Zamperini was the only survivor of a deadly plane crash in the middle of the ocean. Zamperini had a troubled youth, yet honed his athletic skills and made it all the way to the 1934 Olympics in Berlin. However, what lay before him was a physical gauntlet unlike anything he had encountered before: thousands of miles of open ocean, a small raft, and no food or water.

CD-BOOK AUS


Performed by Flo Gibson.

CD-BOOK BIO FRA


Narrated by Susan Adams. Traces the life of the Jewish girl who hid with seven other people in an attic for two years in Nazi-occupied Holland and chronicled her day-to-day life in a diary which was discovered after her death in German concentration camp.

CD-BOOK BIO GIL


Read by the author. Presents the memoir of a magazine writer's yearlong travels across the world in search of pleasure, guidance, experience and wholeness.

CD-BOOK BIO KYL

Read by John Pruden. The astonishing autobiography of SEAL Chief Chris Kyle, whose record 150 confirmed kills make him the most deadly sniper in U.S. military history.

CD-BOOK BIO STR


CD-BOOK BRA

Brashares, Ann. The last summer (of you & me). New York : Penguin Audio, p2007. Read by Cassandra Campbell. A heartrending story of a beach-community friendship triangle among three young adults for whom summer and this place have meant everything.

CD-BOOK BRO


CD-BOOK BRO

Brown, Dan, 1964-. Inferno : the new Robert Langdon thriller. Unabridged. [New York] : Random House ;, [2013]. "In the heart of Italy, Harvard professor of symbology Robert Langdon is drawn into a harrowing world centered on one of history's most enduring and mysterious literary masterpieces: Dante's Inferno. Against this backdrop, Langdon battles a chilling adversary and grapples with an ingenious riddle that pulls him into a landscape of classic art, secret passageways, and futuristic science" -- vendor summary.

CD-BOOK BRO

Brown, Dan, 1964-. The lost symbol : [a novel]. [New York] : Random House Audio, p2009. Read by Paul Michael. He saved the Catholic Church from a fundamentalist radical in Angels & Demons and exposed the world's greatest cover-up in The Da Vinci Code. Now, symbologist and Harvard professor Robert Langdon returns to uncover another mystery. Called to Washington D.C., Langdon must investigate the centuries-old secrets of the Freemasons. However, with treachery around every corner, will Langdon's eidetic memory and insurmountable knowledge of history be able to guide him through another adventure?.

CD-BOOK CAR


http://192.168.0.5:8080/cataloging/servlet/presentbibreportform.do?reportTitle=Bibliograph... 6/1/2016
hero Ender Wiggin, who must fight a desperate battle against a deadly alien race if mankind is to survive.

CD-BOOK CHA
Read by Peter Riegert. A murder mystery set in the imagery Jewish homeland that is Alaska.

CD-BOOK CHI
Read by Dick Hill. Six shots. Five dead. One heartland city thrown into a state of terror. But within hours the cops have it solved: a slam-dunk case. Except for one thing. The accused man says: You got the wrong guy. Then he says: Get Reacher for me.

CD-BOOK CLE
Read by Anne Flosnik. Little Bee, a Nigerian orphan, smart and stoic, knows two people in England, Andrew and Sarah, journalists she chanced upon on a Nigerian beach after fleeing a massacre in her village, one grisly outbreak in an off-the-radar oil war. After sneaking into England and escaping a rural immigration center, she arrives at Andrew and Sarah's London suburb home only to find that the violence that haunts her has also poisoned them.

CD-BOOK CON
Read by Adam Grupper. Los Angeles criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller signs on to defend young real estate agent Louis Roulet against charges of assault. Roulet's imperious mother will spend any amount to prove her son's innocence. But probing the details of the case, Mickey and private investigator Raul Levin dig up a far darker picture of Roulet's personality and his past. Levin's murder and a new connection to the Menendez case, which he mishandled, make Mickey wonder if he's in over his head, and his defense of Roulet becomes a question of morality as well as a test of his own survival.

CD-BOOK CRI
Read by Anthony Heald.

CD-BOOK CRI
Read by John Bedford Lloyd. Published posthumously, Michael Crichton's historical novel concerns the exploits of a pirate named Hunter who teams up with Jamaican authorities in a plot to plunder a Spanish treasure ship.

CD-BOOK FLY
Read by Julia Whelan and Kirby Heyborne. Gone Girl's toxic mix of sharp-edged wit with deliciously chilling prose creates a nerve-fraying thriller that confounds you at every turn.
Read by Christopher Evan Welch. A former American football star joins the Parma Panthers to play football in a small town in Italy.

Orphaned and penniless in the early part of the Great Depression, Jacob Jankowski lands a job with the third-rate Benzini Brothers circus, lucky to have any job at all. Marlena, the star of the equestrian act, is there because she's fallen in love with the wrong man, a handsome circus boss with a wide mean streak. And Rosie the elephant is there because she's the great gray hope of the circus, the new act that will be its salvation. But Rosie doesn't have an act, and can't even follow instructions. The bond that grows among this unlikely trio is one of love and trust, and ultimately is their only hope for survival.

Read by Atossa Leoni. "[An] epic of Afghanistan in turmoil. The story covers three decades of anti-Soviet jihad, civil war and Taliban tyranny through the lives of two women. Mariam is the scorned illegitimate daughter of a wealthy businessman, forced at age 15 into marrying the 40-year-old Rasheed, who grows increasingly brutal as she fails to produce a child. Eighteen later, Rasheed takes another wife, 14-year-old Laila, a smart and spirited girl whose only other options, after her parents are killed by rocket fire, are prostitution or starvation. Against a backdrop of unending war, Mariam and Laila become allies in an asymmetrical battle with Rasheed, whose violent misogyny ... is endorsed by custom and law."--from Publishers Weekly.

Read by Becca Battoe. When literature student Anastasia Steele is drafted to interview the successful young entrepreneur Christian Grey for her campus magazine, she finds him attractive, enigmatic and intimidating. Convinced their meeting went badly, she tries to put Grey out of her mind -- until he happens to turn up at the out-of-town hardware store where she works part-time.

Read by Campbell Scott. Civilization doesn't end with a bang or a whimper, it ends with a call on a cell phone. On the afternoon of October 1 what came to be known as the Pulse (a signal sent though every operating cell phone) turns all cell phones users into something savage, murderous, unthinking and on a wanton rampage. To the people (like Maine cartoonist Clayton
Riddell) who avoided the technological attack, what really matters is surviving the aftermath. Before long a band of them ("normies" is how they think of themselves) have gathered on Gaiten Academy's grounds, where the headmaster and one remaining student have something awesome and terrifying to show them on the school's moonlit soccer field. Clearly there can be no escape. The only option is to take them on.

**CD-BOOK KIN**


**CD-BOOK KOO**

Koontz, Dean R. (Dean Ray), 1945-. *Odd Thomas*. Prince Frederick, Md. : Recorded Books, p2003. Read by David Aaron Baker. "Odd Thomas thinks of himself as an ordinary guy, if possessed of a certain measure of talent at the Pico Mundo Grill and rapturously in love with the most beautiful girl in the world, Stormy Llewellyn."--Container.

**CD-BOOK LAR**

Larsson, Stieg, 1954-2004. *The girl with the dragon tattoo*. Library ed. Westminster, Md. : Books on Tape, p2008. Read by Simon Vance. The disappearance forty years ago of Harriet Vanger, a young scion of one of the wealthiest families in Sweden, gnaws at her octogenarian uncle, Henrik Vanger. He is determined to know the truth about what he believes was her murder. He hires crusading journalist Mikael Blomkvist, recently at the wrong end of a libel case, to get to the bottom of Harriet's disappearance. Lisbeth Salander, a twenty-four-year-old, pierced, tattooed genius hacker, possessed of the hard-earned wisdom of someone twice her age--and a terrifying capacity for ruthlessness--assists Blomkvist with the investigation. This unlikely team discovers a vein of nearly unfathomable iniquity running through the Vanger family, an astonishing corruption at the highest echelon of Swedish industrialism--and a surprising connection between themselves.--From publisher description.

**CD-BOOK LEE**


**CD-BOOK LUS**

CD-BOOK LUT
Lutz, Lisa. The Spellman files. Abridged ed. New York: Simon & Schuster Audio, p2007. Read by Ari Graynor. Part Nancy Drew, part Dirty Harry, Izzy walks an indistinguishable line between Spellman family member and Spellman employee. Duties include: completing assignments from the bosses, aka Mom and Dad (preferably without scrutiny); appeasing her chronically perfect lawyer brother (often under duress); setting an example for her fourteen-year-old sister, Rae (who's become addicted to "recreational surveillance"); and tracking down her uncle (who randomly disappears on benders dubbed "Lost Weekends"). But when Izzy's parents hire Rae to follow her (for the purpose of ascertaining the identity of Izzy's new boyfriend), Izzy snaps and decides that the only way she will ever be normal is if she gets out of the family business. But there's a hitch: she must take one last job before they'll let her go -- a fifteen-year-old, ice-cold missing person case.

CD-BOOK MAR
Martin, George R. R. A feast for crows. Unabridged. New York, NY: Random House Audio, p2005. Read by John Lee. After centuries of strife, the seven powers dividing the land have worn themselves down into a stalemate. The monstrous King Joffrey is dead, and the Northern rebels are scattered. Into this blasted peace, however, come the scavengers, outlaws and renegades, who have been waiting to pick over the remnants. Daring new plots and alliances are formed, and personalities new and old have emerged from the struggle to take up new positions. It is a time for nobles and commoners, soldiers and sorcerers, assassins and sages to come together and stake their fortunes ... and their lives. They must gather the skills, power, and magic needed to prevail.

CD-BOOK MEY
Meyer, Stephenie, 1973-. The host : [a novel]. Library ed. Westminster, Md.: Books on Tape, p2008. Read by Kate Reading. The earth has been invaded by a species that take over the minds of their human hosts while leaving their bodies intact, and most of humanity has succumbed. Wanderer, the invading "soul" who has been given Melanie Stryder's body didn't expect ger to refuse to relinquish possession of her mind.

CD-BOOK MIT

CD-BOOK NIF

CD-BOOK PAT
left the FBI to set up his own practice as a psychologist, Alex Cross is called in on the case of a serial rapist by his former D.C. police partner, John Sampson. But the case will lead him into the chase for the psychopath who killed his wife years ago.

CD-BOOK PIC

Read by various narrators. All her life, 13-year old Anna has helped her sister fight leukemia. Anna has provided platelets, bone marrow, and even stem cells to ensure Kate's survival. But when their parents ask her to donate a kidney, Anna has had enough. She enlists the aid of a lawyer and announces her intention to sue for control of her own body.

CD-BOOK RAN

Read by Scott Brick. This is the story of a man who said that he would stop the motor of the world, and did. Is he a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have to fight his battle not against his enemies but against those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest battle against the woman he loves? You will learn the answers to these questions when you discover the reason behind the baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and women in this remarkable book. Tremendous in scope, breathtaking in its suspense, "Atlas shrugged" is Ayn Rand's magnum opus, which launched an ideology and a movement. With the publication of this work in 1957, Rand gained an instant following and became a phenomenon. "Atlas shrugged" emerged as a premier moral apologia for Capitalism, a defense that had an electrifying effect on millions of readers (and now listeners) who have never heard Capitalism defended in other than technical terms.

CD-BOOK RIC

Read by Josh Heine. A novel about the childhood of Christ the Lord based on the Gospels and on the most respected New Testament scholarship.

CD-BOOK SEB

Narrated by Alyssa Bresnahan.

CD-BOOK SPA

Read by Holter Graham. "After an inauspicious first meeting [during which Gabrielle Holland, a physician's assistant and recent arrival in Beaufort, N.C.] accuses [veterinarian and next-door neighbor Travis Parker's] boxer of impregnating her purebred collie, the two [people] fall hard for each other. Already dating someone else seriously, Gabby is faced with a dilemma: whether to stick with longtime boyfriend Kevin, or get involved with Travis. The first part of the tale paints a
A vivid picture of her decision-making process and its effects on Travis and Gabby's lives. That sets up Part II, which takes place 11 years later when Travis faces a life and death decision following a car accident."--from Publishers Weekly.

CD-BOOK SPA
Sparks, Nicholas. Dear John. New York : Hachette Audio, p2006. Read by Holter Graham. John, a high school dropout, enlists in the Army not knowing what else to do with his life. While in the Army he meets Savannah, they fall in love and she awaits his return from the Army. After 9/11 John feels it's his duty to re-enlist. During their long separation Savannah falls in love and marries someone else.

CD-BOOK SPA

CD-BOOK SPA
Sparks, Nicholas. The lucky one. Library ed. Westminster, MD : Books on Tape, p2008. Read by John Bedford Lloyd. Is there really such thing as a lucky charm? The hero of Nicholas Sparks's new novel believes he's found one in the form of a photograph of a smiling woman he's never met, but who he comes to believe holds the key to his destiny. The chain of events that leads to him possessing the photograph and finding the woman pictured in it is the stuff of love stories.

CD-BOOK SPA

CD-BOOK SPA

CD-BOOK SPA
Sparks, Nicholas. Safe haven. New York : Hachette Audio, p2010. Read by Rebecca Lowman. When an enigmatic stranger shows up out of the blue, the folks of sleepy Southport become suspicious of her past. Katie tries to keep herself from becoming involved with anybody in town, but as time goes on, she slowly falls in love with Alex, a widowed store owner and father of two. However, when her dark past finally catches up with her Katie must make the painful choice between either fleeing or facing her fears and fighting for her newfound life.

CD-BOOK STO
and Cassandra Campbell. In a time when the civil rights
movement is in full force, three women, Minny,
Aibileen, and Skeeter, start a movement that puts them
all at risk. They show the town that, whether black or
white, women can unite.

CD-BOOK TOL Tolkien, J. R. R. (John Ronald Reuel), 1892-1973. The
fellowship of the ring. Prince Frederick, MD : Recorded
Narrated by Rob Inglis. The first volume in the trilogy,
tells of the fateful power of the One ring. All the
members of the fellowship, hobbits, elves and wizards,
are plunged into a clash between good and evil.

CD-BOOK TOL Tolkien, J. R. R. (John Ronald Reuel), 1892-1973. The
Narrated by Rob Inglis. Bilbo Baggins, a respectable,
well-to-do hobbit, lives comfortably in his hobbit-hole
until the day the wandering wizard Gandalf chooses him
to take part in an adventure from which he may never
return.

Starring Ian Holm, featuring a cast of 25 performers.

of the king : [and] the annals of the kings and rulers :
an appendix to the Lord of the Rings. Prince Frederick,
Read by Rob Inglis. The little hobbit and his trusty
companion make a terrible journey to the heart of the
Land of the Shadow in a final reckoning with the power
of Sauron.

CD-BOOK TOL Tolkien, J. R. R. (John Ronald Reuel), 1892-1973. The two
Narrated by Rob Inglis. In the second volume of the
trilogy, the fellowship has been forced to split up in
order to destroy the ring and fight the first battle of the
War of the ring.

CD-BOOK WRO Wroblewski, David. The story of Edgar Sawtelle : [a novel].
Read by Richard Poe. This modern take on Hamlet is set
in rural Wisconsin, where the young protagonist, Edgar
Sawtelle, is born mute. He develops his own language,
a mixture of sound and sign, and can communicate with
everyone and everything, including the family's
distinctive breed of dogs and an occasional ghost. When
Edgar's father dies unexpectedly, Claude, the boy's
paternal uncle, ret.urns and implants himself into the
family.

Mark Bramhall. A bright Connecticut couple living on
the assumption that greatness is just around the
corner, mortgage their spiritual birthright, betraying not
only each other, but their best selves.


CLASSIC FIC BRONTE EMILY  Bronte, Emily, 1818-1848. Wuthering Heights. New York: Penguin Books, 2009. Forced by a storm to spend the night at the home of the somber Heathcliff, Mr. Lockwood uncovers a tale of terror and hatred on the Yorkshire moors.


CLASSIC FIC FAULKNER  Faulkner, William, 1897-1962. The sound and the fury : the
CLASSIC FIC FITZGERALD

CLASSIC FIC FLAUBERT

CLASSIC FIC GILBRETH

CLASSIC FIC HARDY
Hardy, Thomas, 1840-1928. Far from the madding crowd.

CLASSIC FIC HEMINGWAY

CLASSIC FIC HUGO

CLASSIC FIC LEE

CLASSIC FIC RAND

CLASSIC FIC REMARQUE

CLASSIC FIC SHELLEY

CLASSIC FIC SWIFT

CLASSIC FIC TOLSTOY

CLASSIC YA FIC SAINT_EXUPERY

E BAR

E BK/CD CLO
hamburgers--until the weather takes a turn for the worse.


E SEN Sendak, Maurice. Where the wild things are. [1st ed.]. [New York]: Harper & Row, c1963. A naughty little boy, sent to bed without his supper, sails to the land of the wild things where he becomes their king.

E SEU Seuss, Dr. Horton hears a who! New York: Random House, c1954, 1982. A city of Whos on a speck of dust are threatened with destruction until the smallest Who of all helps convince Horton's friends that Whos really exist.

E SEU Seuss, Dr. How the Grinch stole Christmas. New York: Random House, [1957]. The Grinch tries to stop Christmas from arriving by stealing all the presents and food from the village, but much to his surprise it comes anyway. Could Christmas be more than presents?

E SEU Seuss, Dr. The Lorax. New York: Random House, [1971]. The Once-ler describes the results of the local pollution problem.

E VIO Viorst, Judith. Alexander and the terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day. New York: Scholastic, [1989], c1972. On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought that other people have bad days too.


eBook Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870. Great expectations. McHenry, Ill.: Follett Digital Press, c2006. Contains the complete text of the 1860 novel about Pip, an orphan in Victorian England who is plucked from a life of poverty and informed he is to be educated and
reared as a gentleman.

The desires and illusions of Emma Bovary, the bored wife of a provincial doctor in mid-nineteenth-century France, are shattered when reality catches up with her.

The escapades of four animal friends who live along a river in the English countryside--Toad, Mole, Rat, and Badger.

Present the adventures of Mowgli, a young boy raised by animals in an Indian jungle, and other animal stories.

Present the text of the darkly humorous play about Prospero, the deposed Duke of Milan, who is exiled to a magical island with his daughter, Miranda.

A monster assembled by a scientist from parts of dead bodies develops a mind of his own as he learns to loathe himself and hate his creator.

The voyages of an Englishman carry him to a land of people six inches high, a land of giants, an island of sorcerers, and a land where horses are masters of human-like creatures.

**FIC ANDREWS V.C.**  
Chris, Cathy, and the twins are to be kept hidden until their grandfather dies so that their mother will receive a sizeable inheritance, however, years pass and terrifying things occur as the four children grow up in their one room prison. This is the extraordinary novel that has captured millions in its spell! All across America-- and around the world millions of readers have been captivated by this strange, dark, terrifying tale of passion and peril in the lives of four innocent children, locked away from the world by a selfish mother.  
"Flowers in the Attic" is the novel that began V.C. Andrews' extraordinary career, winning her an immediate, fiercely devoted worldwide following.

**FIC ANDREWS V.C.**  

**FIC BARRY BRUNONIA**  
Morrow, c2006.
Towner Whitney, descended from a line of mind readers and fortune tellers, returns to Salem, Massachusetts to recover from several traumas and discovers that her great-aunt Eva has suspiciously drowned, and local cop John Rafferty looks into the mystery while falling for Towner.

FIC BOLTON

FIC BRASHARES

FIC BRASHARES
High school student Lucy is pursued by Daniel, who claims to have known her in a previous life; and as their relationship continues to grow and Lucy begins to recall the secrets of her past, the mysterious force that separated them in their previous lives reappears.

FIC BROWN

FIC BROWN DAN

FIC BROWN DAN
Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon, at the U.S. Capitol Building to deliver a lecture, is drawn into a desperate search through the hidden tunnels and temples of Washington, D.C., when his mentor Peter Solomon, a prominent Mason and philanthropist, is kidnapped and the only clue to Solomon's whereabouts lies in an ancient invitation to a long-lost world of esoteric wisdom.

FIC BRUEN
After serving three years in prison for a vicious attack he does not remember, Mitchell is released and finds himself running from a loan shark who seems to know more about Mitchell's past than Mitchell does.

FIC CAMERON W. BRUCE
Bailey, the canine narrator, offers an inside look at how a dog thinks, feels, and behaves, exploring the unique bond she has with her humans and the many benefits of owning a dog.

FIC CARD
Child-hero Ender Wiggin must fight a desperate battle against a deadly alien race if mankind is to survive.

FIC CHABON
A murder mystery set in the imaginary Jewish
homeland that is Alaska.

FIC CHILD

FIC CLEAVE

FIC CONNELLY

FIC CRI

FIC CRI

FIC CRICHTON

FIC DONOGHUE
Donoghue, Emma, 1969-. Room : a novel. 1st ed. New York : Little, Brown and Co., 2010. Narrator Jack and his mother, who was kidnapped seven years earlier when she was a 19-year-old college student, celebrate his fifth birthday. They live in a tiny, 11-foot-square soundproofed cell in a converted shed in the kidnapper's yard. The sociopath, whom Jack has dubbed Old Nick, visits at night, grudgingly doling out food and supplies. But Ma, as Jack calls her, proves to be resilient and resourceful--and attempts a nail-biting escape.

FIC DRURY

FIC EBERSHOFF

FIC EVANOVICH

FIC FINDER

FIC FLYNN GILLIAN

FIC FLYNN GILLIAN
wife Amy suddenly disappears. The police immediately suspect Nick. Amy's friends reveal that she was afraid of him, that she kept secrets from him. He swears it isn't true. A police examination of his computer shows strange searches. He says they aren't his. And then there are the persistent calls on his mobile phone. So what really did happen to Nick's beautiful wife?

FIC FOER

FIC GENOVA

FIC GIFFIN

FIC GRAHAME-SMITH
Grahame-Smith, Seth. Abraham Lincoln : vampire hunter. 1st ed. New York : Grand Central Pub., 2010. Abraham Lincoln, having realized that his mother's death was caused by a vampire, embarks on a plan of revenge that takes him all the way to the White House.

FIC GRAYSON

FIC GRISHAM

FIC GRUEN

FIC HALE

FIC HARBISON

FIC HERBERT

FIC HILL JOE
Hill, Joe. Horns. 1st ed. New York : William Morrow, c2010. Ig has lived under a cloud of suspicion since his girlfriend Merrin was brutally murdered, and Ig feels everyone, including God, has abandoned him, so when Ig discovers a macabre new talent, he vows to use it to find the man responsible for Merrin's death, even if it means letting the devil within escape.

FIC HORNBY

FIC HOSSEINI
losses incurred over the course of thirty years that test the limits of their strength and courage.

FIC ISHIGURO


FIC JAMES

James, E. L. *Fifty shades of grey*. New York : Vintage Books, 2012, c2011. When literature student Anastasia Steele goes to interview the young, enigmatic entrepreneur Christian Grey she encounters a man who is brilliant, beautiful and deeply flawed. Lured by her looks, stung by her wit and challenged by her independent spirit, Grey is determined to make Ana his sexual possession. But can their relationship ever go deeper than that? Will Ana ever penetrate Grey's cold armour and if she does, will she still love what she finds?

FIC KING STEPHEN


FIC KING STEPHEN

King, Stephen, 1947-. *Cell* : a novel. New York : Scribner, c2006. Civilization doesn't end with a bang or a whimper. It ends with a call on your cell phone. What happens on the afternoon of October 1 came to be known as the Pulse, a signal sent through every operating cell phone that turns its user into something...well, something less than human.

FIC KING STEPHEN


FIC KINSELLA


FIC KOONTZ

Koontz, Dean R. (Dean Ray), 1945-. *Odd Thomas*. New York : Bantam Books, 2004. Over the course of two days, Odd Thomas, his soulmate Stormy Llewellyn, and an assortment of allies make their way through a dark, terrifying world in which past and present, and life and death collide as they try to avert a cataclysm.

FIC KRAUSS


FIC LARSSON


FIC LECARRE

Le Carré, John, 1931-. *Our kind of traitor*. 1st American ed. New York : Viking, 2010. While on a tennis vacation in Antigua, a young English couple are charmed by Dima, a Russian money launderer who has set his sights on the couple's...
fortune, and find themselves in a danger game with the British Secret Service, the Russian mafia, and others who want them dead.

FIC LEHANE

FIC LIPPMAN

FIC LUDLUM

FIC LUTZ LISA

FIC MARTEL

FIC MARTIN GEORGE
Martin, George R. R. A feast for crows. New York : Bantam Books, 2005. Survivors, outlaws, renegades, and carrion eaters begin to gather their forces to grab their share of what is left of the Seven Kingdoms in the aftermath of the war of the Five Kings.

FIC MAYNARD
Maynard, Joyce, 1953-. Labor Day. 1st ed. New York : William Morrow, c2009. In Holton Mills, New Hampshire, the lives of thirteen-year-old Henry and his emotionally fragile mother Adele are changed forever when they open their home to a mysterious bleeding man and find themselves learning to hope again.

FIC MEYER
Meyer, Stephenie, 1973-. The host : a novel. New York : Little, Brown and Co., 2008. The earth has been invaded by a species that take over the minds of their human hosts while leaving their bodies intact, and most of humanity has succumbed. But Melanie Stryder refuses to fade away. Wanderer, the invading "soul" who has been given Melanie's body, knew about the challenges of living inside a human: the overwhelming emotions, the too vivid memories. But there was one difficulty Wanderer didn't expect: the former tenant of her body refusing to relinquish possession of her mind. Melanie fills Wanderer's thoughts with visions of the man Melanie loves--Jared, a human who still lives in hiding. Unable to separate herself from her body's desires, Wanderer yearns for a man she's never met. As outside forces make Wanderer and Melanie unwilling allies, they set off to search for the man they both love.--From publisher description.

FIC MITCHELL
young man who searches for meaning in a post-apocalyptic world.

**FIC MORAIS**


Hassan Haji and his family are forced to leave their home and restaurant in Mumbai and try to reestablish their lives in a small village in the French Alps, but their inexpensive Indian cuisine becomes unwanted competition for a locally renowned chef, Madame Mallory.

**FIC MOYES**


"They had nothing in common until love gave them everything to lose--Louisa Clark is an ordinary girl living an exceedingly ordinary life--steady boyfriend, close family--who has never been farther afield than their tiny village. She takes a badly needed job working for ex-Master of the Universe Will Traynor, who is wheelchair bound after a motorcycle accident"--Provided by publisher.

**FIC NICHOLLS**


The single day that Dexter Mayhew and Emma Morley spend together in 1988, the day after college graduation in Edinburgh, makes a distinct impression on each of them and a relationship forms only after they part ways and are reunited once a year on the same day for twenty years.

**FIC NIFFENEGGER**


Clare and Henry, deeply in love, try desperately to maintain normal lives even though he has been diagnosed with Chrono-Displacement Disorder, a condition in which his genetic clock periodically resets, pulling him through time to the past or future.

**FIC NIFFENEGGER**


**FIC PATTERSON JAMES**


**FIC PICOULT**


**FIC PICOULT**


**FIC PYNCHON**


Doc Sportello is surprised by his ex-girlfriend, who appears with knowledge of a plot against her billionaire lover in 1960s Los Angeles, and gets caught up in a bizarre series of events that involves surfers, a loan
shark, a tenor sax player, and others.

FIC QUICK MATTHEW
Pat Peoples returns to his parent's home after a lengthy stay at a health facility following the betrayal of his wife, Nikki, and shows how he regains his memory and recovers from his depression and loss.

FIC RASH
George and Serena Pemberton negotiate the terrain of love and betrayal in the mountainous wilderness of North Carolina, where they build a timber business; when Serena learns that she will not bear a child, she plots to murder the illegitimate son George previously fathered in the area.

FIC RICE ANNE

FIC SEE

FIC SHAFFER
Juliet Ashton, a thirty-year-old author, writes to her publisher expressing her desire to stop covering the aftermath of WWII, but Guernsey farmer Dawsey Adams invites neighbors to write to Juliet with their stories, which puts her off at first but eventually helps her find inspiration for her next book, and her life.

FIC SMITH TOM
"Robert Harris meets Gorky Park in Child 44, Tom Rob Smith's stunning thriller--sure to be one of the most talked about debut novels of the year"--Provided by the publisher.

FIC SPARKS
Travis Parker has everything a man could want: a good job, loyal friends, even a waterfront home in small-town North Carolina. In full pursuit of the good life--boating, swimming, and regular barbecues with his good-natured buddies--he holds the vague conviction that a serious relationship with a woman would only cramp his style. That is, until Gabby Holland moves in next door. Despite his attempts to be neighborly, the appealing redhead seems to have a chip on her shoulder about him--and the presence of her longtime boyfriend doesn't help. Despite himself, Travis can't stop trying to ingratiate himself with his new neighbor, and his persistent efforts lead them both to the doorstep of a journey that neither could have foreseen.

FIC SPARKS
In a Southern nursing home, an 80-year-old man reads from his diary to his wife, suffering from Alzheimer's. It's the story of their teenage romance, followed by years of separation because he was from the wrong class, followed by her decision, on his return from World War II, to be her own woman and marry him. Set amid the austere beauty of coastal North Carolina in 1946, The Notebook begins with the story of Noah Calhoun, a rural Southerner returned home from World War II. Noah, thirty-one, is restoring a plantation home to its former glory, and he is haunted by images of the beautiful girl he met fourteen years earlier, a girl he loved like no other. Unable to find her, yet unwilling to forget the summer they spent together, Noah is content to live with only memories, until she unexpectedly returns to his town to see him once more. Allie Nelson, twenty-nine, is now engaged to another man, but realizes that the original passion she felt for Noah has not dimmed with the passage of time. Still, the obstacles that once ended their previous relationship remain, and the gulf between their worlds is too vast to ignore. With her impending marriage only weeks away, Allie is forced to confront her hopes and dreams for the future, a future that only she can shape. Like a puzzle within a puzzle, the story of Noah and Allie is just the beginning. As it unfolds, their tale miraculously becomes something different, with much higher stakes. The result is a deeply moving portrait of love itself, the tender moments and the fundamental changes that affect us all.

Katie arrives in the small town of Southport, North Carolina, hoping to hide from her past and avoid raising suspicions, but when she reluctantly begins a relationship with Alex, a widowed store owner with two young children, and befriends her neighbor Jo, Katie is forced to confront the dark secret she is hiding if she wants to put down roots and find true love.

"A novel set on a remote Australian island, where a childless couple live quietly running a lighthouse, until a boat carrying a baby washes ashore".--.

**FIC STOCKETT**

Skeeter returns home to Mississippi from college in 1962 and begins to write stories about the African-American women that are found working in white households, which includes Aibileen, who grieves for the loss of her son while caring for her seventeenth white child, and Minny, Aibileen's sassy friend, the hired cook for a secretive woman who is new to town.

**FIC TOLKIEN**


The adventures of the well-to-do hobbit, Bilbo Baggins, who lived happily in his comfortable home until a wandering wizard granted his wish.

The fellowship of the ring -- The two towers -- The return of the king. Contains the fiftieth anniversary edition of all three volumes of J.R.R. Tolkien's classic "Lord of the Rings," and includes textual notes, reference materials, and index.


**FIC TRUSSONI**

Sister Evangeline discovers a 1943 correspondence between the late mother superior of St. Rose Convent and philanthropist Abigail Rockefeller, detailing a thousand-year-old conflict between the Society of Angelologists and the descendants of angels and humans, known as the Nephilim.

**FIC WEIR**

"Six days ago, astronaut Mark Watney became one of the first people to walk on Mars. Now, he's sure he'll be the first person to die there. After a dust storm nearly
kills him and forces his crew to evacuate while thinking him
dead, Mark finds himself stranded and completely alone
with no way to even signal Earth that he's alive--and
even if he could get word out, his supplies would be
gone long before a rescue could arrive. Chances are,
though, he won't have time to starve to death. The
damaged machinery, unforgiving environment, or plain-
old 'human error' are much more likely to kill him first.
But Mark isn't ready to give up yet. Drawing on his
ingenuity, his engineering skills--and a relentless,
dogged refusal to quit--he steadfastly confronts one
seemingly insurmountable obstacle after the next. Will
his resourcefulness be enough to overcome the
impossible odds against him?" --from publisher's web
site.

FIC WINSLOW

Winslow, Don, 1953-. Savages. 1st Simon & Schuster
When one of three members of a young group of
marijuana kingpins in Laguna Beach is kidnapped, the
remaining two are blackmailed into working for the Baja
Cartel.

FIC WROBLEWSKI

A tale reminiscent of "Hamlet" that also celebrates the
alliance between humans and dogs follows speech-
disabled Wisconsin youth Edgar, who bonds with three
yearling canines and struggles to prove that his sinister
uncle is responsible for his father's death.

FIC YATES

Contemporaries mass market ed. New York : Vintage
The devastating effects of work, adultery, rebellion, and
self-deception slowly destroy the once successful
marriage of Frank and April Wheeler, a suburban
American couple.

FIC ZUSAK

Zusak, Markus. The book thief. 1st American ed. New York :
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II,
Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl
whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help
sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding,
as well as their neighbors.

GRAPHIC NOVEL BROOME

Comics, c2004.

GRAPHIC NOVEL LEE

The essential X-Men. New York, N.Y. : Marvel Comics, 1996-

GRAPHIC NOVEL LEE

Lee, Stan. The essential Captain America. New York : Marvel
Comics, c2001.
A black-and-white collection of comics featuring the
superhero Captain America, drawn from the "Tales of
Supense" series, and "Captain America" #100-101.

GRAPHIC NOVEL LEE

Lee, Stan. Essential Fantastic Four. : Fantastic Four #1-20 &
Collects the earliest adventures of The Fantastic Four, the superhero group composed of Mr. Fantastic, the Thing, the Human Torch, and the Invisible Girl, four ordinary humans who gained extraordinary powers during a lab accident.

GRAPHIC NOVEL LEE

GRAPHIC NOVEL LEE

GRAPHIC NOVEL MARTIN
This graphic novel takes place one hundred years before the opening of the first of the Ice and Fire novels in Good King Daeron's reign. The realm is at peace and the Targaryen dynasty is at its height. This is the first meeting between Dunk, a hedge knight's squire, and Egg, a boy who is rather more than he seems, and of the great tourney at Ashford Meadow.

GRAPHIC NOVEL TORIYAMA V.1
Five years after his previous adventures, martial artist Son Goku and his friends must face new enemies who wish to obtain the power of the magical Dragon Balls and destroy the Earth, in a graphic novel.

HOBBIT PARTY
Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives comfortably in his hobbit-hole until the day the wandering wizard Gandalf chooses him to take part in an adventure from which he may never return.

J BIO FRANK

J CD-BOOK BAB
Read by Melissa Hughes. The Tuck family is confronted with an agonizing situation when they discover that a ten-year-old girl and a malicious stranger now share their secret about a spring whose water prevents one from ever growing old.

J CD-BOOK CAR
Narrated by Ralph Cosham.

J CD-BOOK DAH
Performed by Eric Idle. Each of five children lucky enough to discover an entry ticket into Mr. Willy
Wonka's mysterious chocolate factory takes advantage of the situation in his own way.

J CD-BOOK FUN  
Funke, Cornelia Caroline. Inkheart. New York: Random House/Listening Library, p2003. Read by Lynn Redgrave. Twelve-year-old Meggie learns that her father, who repairs and binds books for a living, can "read" fictional characters to life when one of those characters abducts them and tries to force him into service.

J CD-BOOK GAI  

J CD-BOOK GRA  

J CD-BOOK KIN  
Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a wimpy kid: dog days. Prince Frederick, MD: Recorded Books, p2010. Narrated by Ramón de Ocampo. In the latest diary of middle-schooler Greg Heffley, he records his attempts to spend his summer vacation sensibly indoors playing video games and watching television, despite his mother's other ideas.

J CD-BOOK KIN  
Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a wimpy kid: Rodrick rules. [Prince Frederick, Md.]: Recorded Books, p2009. Read by Ramon De Ocampo. There are a lot of things that puzzle Greg Heffley, including his irritating siblings, concerned parents, and daily challenges as a junior high student. Greg’s journal offers up his often funny observations on family life during summer vacation, and the looming dread of a return to school.

J CD-BOOK LEW  

J CD-BOOK LEW  

J CD-BOOK LEW  
themselves in a war-torn Narnia from which animals and trees have banished!.

J CD-BOOK RIO  
Read by Jesse Bernstein. Percy Jackson is a good kid, but he can't seem to focus on his schoolwork or control his temper. And lately, being away at boarding school is only getting worse -- Percy could have sworn his pre-algebra teacher turned into a monster and tried to kill him. When Percy's mom finds out, she knows it's time that he knew the truth about where he came from, and that he go to the one place he'll be safe. She sends Percy to Camp Half-Blood, a summer camp for demigods (on Long Island), where he learns that the father he never knew is Poseidon, God of the Sea. Soon, a mystery unfolds and together with his friends -- one a satyr and the other the demigod daughter of Athena -- Percy sets out on a quest across the United States to reach the gates of the Underworld (located in a recording studio in Hollywood) and prevent a catastrophic war between the gods.

J CD-BOOK RIO  
Read by Jesse Berns. Demi-god Percy Jackson and his friends must journey into the Sea of Monsters to save their camp. But first Percy will discover a secret that makes him wonder whether being claimed as Poseidon's son is an honor or a cruel joke.

J CD-BOOK SAC  
Read by Kerry Beyer. As further evidence of his family's bad fortune which they attribute to a curse on a distant relative, Stanley Yelnats is sent to a hellish correctional camp in the Texas desert where he finds his first real friend, a treasure, and a sense of himself.

J CD-BOOK SAG  
Read by Allan Corduner. The seventh son of a seventh son, Septimus Heap is destined to be a powerful wizard, but is carried off shortly after his birth by a midwife who says he was born dead. In his place, his parents raise an abandoned newborn baby girl. Ten years later an evil wizard named DomDaniel appears to search for the baby girl, who is actually a princess.

J FIC ALC  

J FIC ATWATER  
The unexpected delivery of a large crate containing an Antarctic penguin changes the life and fortunes of Mr. Popper, a house painter obsessed by dreams of the Polar regions.

J FIC BAB  
Babbit, Natalie. *Tuck everlasting*. Film tie-in ed. [United
States?

J FIC CARROLL

J FIC CLEARY
Cleary, Beverly. Beezus and Ramona. New York : Avon, [1990], c1955. Four-year-old Ramona has an imagination that makes her a menace to everyone around her, particularly her older sister, Beezus.

J FIC COWELL

J FIC DAHL

J FIC DICKENS
Dickens, Charles , 1812-1870. Great expectations. Costa Mesa, CA. : Saddleback Pub., 1999. Pip is headed for an apprenticeship at the blacksmith's forge. Then an anonymous donor appears, and sends Pip to London to live as a gentleman. Pip is sure he knows the identity of his secret benefactor. He couldn't be more surprised when he finds that he's been mistaken all along.

J FIC DUMAS

J FIC FUNKE
Funke, Cornelia Caroline. Inkheart. 1st American ed. New York : Scholastic/The Chicken House, 2003. Twelve-year-old Meggie learns that her father, who repairs and binds books for a living, can "read" fictional characters to life when one of those characters abducts them and tries to force him into service.

J FIC GAIMAN
Gaiman, Neil. Coraline. 1st ed. New York : HarperCollins, c2002. Looking for excitement, Coraline ventures through a mysterious door into a world that is similar, yet disturbingly different from her own, where she must challenge a gruesome entity in order to save herself, her parents, and the souls of three others.

J FIC GAIMAN
Gaiman, Neil. The graveyard book. 1st ed. New York : HarperCollins, c2008. The orphan Bod, short for Nobody, is taken in by the inhabitants of a graveyard as a child of eighteen months and raised lovingly and carefully to the age of eighteen years by the community of ghosts and
otherworldly creatures.

J FIC GRAHA  
The escapades of four animal friends who live along a river in the English countryside--Toad, Mole, Rat, and Badger.

J FIC KINNEY  
Kinney, Jeff. *Diary of a wimpy kid : Greg Heffley's journal.*  
Greg records his sixth grade experiences in a middle school where he and his best friend, Rowley, undersized weaklings amid boys who need to shave twice daily, hope just to survive, but when Rowley grows more popular, Greg must take drastic measures to save their friendship.

J FIC KINNEY  
Kinney, Jeff. *Diary of a wimpy kid : Rodrick rules.*  
Greg Heffley tells about his summer vacation and his attempts to steer clear of trouble when he returns to middle school and tries to keep his older brother Rodrick from telling everyone about Greg's most humiliating experience of the summer.

J FIC KINNEY  
Kinney, Jeff. *Dog days.*  
Greg Heffley recounts his daily experiences during summer vacation as he tries to live out his ultimate fantasy of spending the days indoors playing video games with no responsibilities and no rules, despite his mother's attempts to pack the summer with outdoor activities and family fun.

J FIC KIPLING  

J FIC LASKY  
Lasky, Kathryn. *The capture.*  
New York : Scholastic, c2003.

J FIC LEWIS  
Library has chronological order: bk. 1. The magician's nephew -- bk. 2. The lion, the witch, and the wardrobe -- bk. 3. The horse and his boy -- bk. 4. Prince Caspian -- bk. 5. The voyage of the Dawn Treader -- bk. 6. The silver chair. -- bk. 7. The last battle. Order in which they were published: 1. The lion, the witch, and the wardrobe -- 2. Prince Caspian -- 3. The voyage of the Dawn Treader -- 4. The silver chair -- 5. The horse and his boy -- 6. The magician's nephew -- 7. The last battle.

J FIC PATERSON  
Paterson, Katherine. *The great Gilly Hopkins.*  
An eleven-year-old foster child tries to cope with her longings and fears as she schemes against everyone who tries to be friendly.

J FIC RIORDAN  
Riordan, Rick. *The lightning thief.*  
1st ed. New York :
After learning that he is the son of a mortal woman and Poseidon, god of the sea, twelve-year-old Percy is sent to a summer camp for demigods like himself, and joins his new friends on a quest to prevent a war between the gods.

J FIC RIORDAN

Riordan, Rick. The sea of monsters. 1st ed. New York : Miramax Books/Hyperion Books for Children, c2006. Demi-god Percy Jackson and his friends must journey into the Sea of Monsters to save their camp. But first Percy will discover a secret that makes him wonder whether being claimed as Poseidon's son is an honor or a cruel joke.

J FIC SAGE

Sage, Angie. Magyk. 1st ed. New York : Katherine Tegen Books, 2005. After learning that she is the Princess, Jenna is whisked from her home and carried toward safety by the Extraordinary Wizard, those she always believed were her father and brother, and a young guard known only as Boy 412--pursued by agents of those who killed her mother ten years earlier.

J FIC SELZNICK

Selznick, Brian. The invention of Hugo Cabret : a novel in words and pictures. 1st ed. New York : Scholastic Press, c2007. When twelve-year-old Hugo, an orphan living and repairing clocks within the walls of a Paris train station in 1931, meets a mysterious toyseller and his goddaughter, his undercover life and his biggest secret are jeopardized.

J FIC SHE


J FIC WHI

White, E. B. (Elwyn Brooks), 1899-. Stuart Little. New York : Harper & Row, c1945. The adventures of the debonair mouse Stuart Little as he sets out in the world to seek out his dearest friend, a little bird who stayed a few days in his family's garden.

J FIC WHITE


J PLAYAWAY CAR


J PLAYAWAY DAH

J PLAYAWAY FUN  
Read by Lynn Redgrave. Meggie lives a quiet life alone with her father Mo, a bookbinder, until one cruel night when Mo reads aloud from *Inkheart* and an evil ruler named Capricorn escapes the boundaries of fiction and lands in their living room.

J PLAYAWAY GRA  
Narrated by Ralph Cosham. The escapades of four animal friends who live along a river in the English countryside--Toad, Mole, Rat, and Badger.

J PLAYAWAY KIP  
Chagrin Falls, Ohio : Findaway World, [2006].  
Read by Rebecca Burns. Presents the adventures of Mowgli, a boy reared by a pack of wolves, and the wild animals of the jungle.

J PLAYAWAY LEW  
Performed by Michael York. Four English schoolchildren find their way through the back of a wardrobe into the magic land of Narnia and assist Aslan, the golden lion, to triumph over the White Witch, who has cursed the land with eternal winter.

J PLAYAWAY VER  
Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. *Journey to the center of the Earth*.  
[Falls Church, Va.] : Sound Room ;, c2007.  
Performed by Stephan Cox. Professor Hardwigg, his nephew Harry, and their guide Hans explore a volcanic crater in Iceland that leads them to the center of the Earth and to incredible and terrifying discoveries.

LRG PRT FIC GRISHAM  

LRG. PRT 940.5472 HIL  
A biography of Olympic runner and World War II bombardier, Louis Zamperini, who had been rambunctious in childhood before succeeding in track and eventually serving in the military, which led to a trial in which he was forced to find a way to survive in the open ocean after being shot down.

LRG. PRT BIO GILBERT  

LRG. PRT FIC BRASHARES  
For as long as she can remember, 21-year-old Alice has spent summers on Fire Island with her parents and older sister, Riley. Riley, 24, is a beach lifeguard, more boyish in both looks and spirit than sweet, feminine Alice. An island neighbor and Riley's best friend, Paul,
whose father is dead and mother mostly absent, returns to
the island after two years away and must decide
whether to sell his family's house there. More
importantly, he and Alice finally act on an attraction
they've felt for years, but they keep their frequent
nuzzling quiet so as not to hurt Riley. Riley, meanwhile,
has her own problems that could ruin Alice and Paul's
clandestine romance and just about everything else.
Brashares's YA roots are on display: the girls and Paul
act like high school kids (Riley threatens to move out of
the house unless everyone butts out; Paul and Alice are
stricken with the most saccharine of puppy love), and
anything below the surface is left untouched.

LRG.PRT FIC BROWN
Brown, Dan, 1964-. Inferno : the new Robert Langdon
thriller. [New York] : Random House Large Print,
[2013].
"In the heart of Italy, Harvard professor of symbology
Robert Langdon is drawn into a harrowing world
centered on one of history's most enduring and
mysterious literary masterpieces: Dante's Inferno.
Against this backdrop, Langdon battles a chilling
adversary and grapples with an ingenious riddle that
pulls him into a landscape of classic art, secret
passageways, and futuristic science" -- vendor
summary.

LRG.PRT FIC CHILD

LRG.PRT FIC CONNELLY
Connelly, Michael, 1956-. The Lincoln lawyer : a novel. 1st
large print ed. New York : Little, Brown & Co. Large
Print, c2005.

LRG.PRT FIC EVANOVICH
Evanovich, Janet. One for the money. Waterville, Me. :

LRG.PRT FIC FLYNN
Flynn, Gillian, 1971-. Gone girl. Waterville, Maine :

LRG.PRT FIC GRAHAME-SMITH
Grahame-Smith, Seth. Abraham Lincoln : vampire hunter.

LRG.PRT FIC GRUEN
Gruen, Sara. Water for elephants. Waterville, Me. :
Orphaned and penniless in the early part of the Great
Depression, Jacob Jankowski lands a job with the third-
rate Benzini Brothers circus, lucky to have any job at
all. Marlena, the star of the equestrian act, is there
because she's fallen in love with the wrong man, a
handsome circus boss with a wide mean streak. And
Rosie the elephant is there because she's the great gray
hope of the circus, the new act that will be its salvation.
But Rosie doesn't have an act, and can't even follow
instructions. The bond that grows among this unlikely
trio is one of love and trust, and ultimately is their only
hope for survival.

LRG.PRT FIC LARSSON
Larsson, Stieg, 1954-2004. The girl with the dragon tattoo.
Large print ed. New York : Random House Large Print,
2009.

Hacker Lisbeth Salander assists Mikael Blomkvist, a crusading journalist, with the investigation of Harriet Vanger's disappearance decades earlier, and the two uncover a dark world of secrets about a wealthy Swedish family as well as a surprising connection between themselves.

LRG.PRT FIC PATTERSON

LRG.PRT FIC SEBOLD
Susie Salmon is in heaven because she was murdered, and she watches her family, the killer, and her friends as they handle their guilt and grief and move on with their lives as she learns to cope with heaven.

LRG.PRT FIC SHAFFER
Juliet Ashton, a thirty-year-old author, writes to her publisher expressing her desire to stop covering the aftermath of WWII, but Guernsey farmer Dawsey Adams invites neighbors to write to Juliet with their stories, which puts her off at first but eventually helps her find inspiration for her next book, and her life.

LRG.PRT FIC SMITH
Leo Demidov, an officer of the MGB, the State Security Force in Stalin's Soviet Union, finds himself demoted and on the run for suggesting the presence of a murderer in the insisted idealistic Moscow.

LRG.PRT FIC SPARKS
Resisting romantic commitments while enjoying a life of boating, swimming, and barbecues, Travis Parker is unable to deny his attraction to new neighbor Gabby Holland, a defensive woman whose long-time boyfriend further challenges Travis' growing feelings.

LRG.PRT FIC SPARKS
John, a high school dropout, enlists in the Army not knowing what else to do with his life. While in the Army he meets Savannah, they fall in love and she awaits his return from the Army. After 9/11 John feels it's his duty to re-enlist. During their long separation Savannah falls in love and marries someone else.

LRG.PRT FIC SPARKS

LRG.PRT FIC SPARKS

LRG.PRT FIC SPARKS
Divorcée Theresa Osborne, on a vacation at the seaside, finds a love message in a bottle and becomes obsessed with learning the story behind the note.

**Sparks, Nicholas.** *Nights in Rodanthe.* 1st large print ed. New York : Random House Large Print, c2002.

Sparks, Nicholas.* Safe haven.* 1st large print ed. New York : Grand Central Pub., 2010.

Katie arrives in the small town of Southport, North Carolina, hoping to hide from her past and avoid raising suspicions, but when she reluctantly begins a relationship with Alex, a widowed store owner with two young children, and befriends her neighbor Jo, Katie is forced to confront the dark secret she is hiding so that she can put down roots and find true love.


A novel set on a remote Australian island, where a childless couple live quietly running a lighthouse, until a boat carrying a baby washes ashore.


Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives comfortably in his hobbit-hole until the day the wandering wizard Gandalf chooses him to take part in an adventure from which he may never return.


Narrated by Anna Bentinck, Steven Crossley, Jo Hall, Owen Lindsay, Alex Tregear and Andrew Wincott.


Read by R. C. Bray. Mark Watney was nearly killed by a dust storm on Mars and was abandoned by his crew who thought him dead. Now he's all alone with no way of letting Earth know he's alive, which doesn't matter because his supplies would run out before they'd get there. Either way, the environment or human error will likely kill him first. Not giving in, Mark works to survive, battling obstacle after obstacle, but will it be enough?


In Ireland in the early 1950s, Eilis Lacey is one of many who cannot find work at home. Thus when a job is offered in America, it is clear to everyone that she must
go. Leaving behind her family and country, Eilis heads for unfamiliar Brooklyn, and to a crowded boarding house where the landlady's intense scrutiny and the small jealousies of her fellow residents only deepen her isolation. Slowly, the pain of parting is buried beneath the rhythms of her new life -- and finally, she begins to realize that she has found a sort of happiness. As she falls in love, news comes from home that forces her back to Enniscorthy -- not to the constrictions of her old life, but to new possibilities which conflict deeply with the life she has left behind in Brooklyn.

NEW YA FIC MEAD


Two years after a horrible incident made them run away, vampire princess Lissa and her guardian-in-training Rose are found and returned to St. Vladimir's Academy, where one focuses on mastering magic, the other on physical training, while both try to avoid the perils of gossip, cliques, gruesome pranks, and sinister plots.

PLAYAWAY AUS


Narrated by Kate Redding. The story of Mrs. Bennett's finding husbands for her five daughters.

PLAYAWAY AUS


Read by Nadia May. Genteel dinner parties at a stately manor and romantic walks through luxuriant Devonshire draw two attractive sisters into the manipulations of landed gentry determined to marry well.

PLAYAWAY BRO


Read by Amanda Root. "One of the greatest love stories ever written, Jane Eyre is the tale of a young woman entangled with the powerful Mr. Rochester. What lurks in the attic at Thornfield, the ancestral home of the surly Mr. Rochester? Will the governess Jane Eyre discover his secret and having discovered it, live to regret that knowledge? Battling inside Jane are passion and prudence; she struggles to survive the turmoil they cause."

PLAYAWAY BRO


Read by Wanda McCaddon. The story of the stormy relationship between the mysterious Heathcliff, the beautiful and stubborn Cathy, and the people who live at Wuthering Heights.

PLAYAWAY GRU


Read by David Ledoux & John Randolph Jones. Jacob remembers his life some 70 years ago as part of a
traveling circus, having fallen in love with the horse act star, Marlena; and both of them mutually smitten with Rosie the elephant.

**PLAYAWAY HUG**

Story of Jean-Valjean, a convict struggling to escape his pat, that became a gospel for the poor and oppressed.

**PLAYAWAY MYR**

Read by Suzanne Toren. Traces the author's discovery of a half-frozen kitten in the drop-box of her small-community Iowa library and the feline's development into an affable library mascot whose intuitive nature prompted hundreds of abiding friendships, in a tale told against a backdrop of the town's struggles with the 1980s farm crisis.

**PLAYAWAY PAT**

Patterson, James, 1947-. *Cross*. Unabridged. Chagrin Falls, Ohio : Findaway World, [2006].
Read by Peter J. Fernandez and Jay O. Sanders. Alex Cross has left the FBI, once again pursuing a job as a psychologist. He sets out to avenge his wife's murder when one of his new cases has a connection to her death years ago.

**STORAGE**

When the Chamber of Secrets is opened again at the Hogswart School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, second-year student Harry Potter finds himself in danger from a dark power that has once more been released on the school.

**STORAGE**


**STORAGE**

Harry Potter, a fourth-year student at Hogwart School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, longs to escape his hateful relatives, the Dursleys, and live as a normal fourteen-year-old wizard, but what Harry does not yet realize is that he is not a normal wizard, and in his case, different can be deadly.

**STORAGE**


**STORAGE**

Harry Potter, now a teenager, continues his adventure as Dumbledore reveals the truth to him.

**STORAGE**

During his third year at Hogwart School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, Harry Potter must confront the devious
and dangerous wizard responsible for his parents' deaths.

**STORAGE**

Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a great destiny proves his worth while attending Hogwarts School for Wizards and Witches.

**TBR DISPLAY LENA**

Seventeen-year-old Greg has managed to become part of every social group at his Pittsburgh high school without having any friends, but his life changes when his mother forces him to befriend Rachel, a girl he once knew in Hebrew school who has leukemia.

**YA CD-BOOK COL**

Read by Carolyn McCormick. By winning the annual Hunger Games, District 12 tributes Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark have secured a life of safety and plenty for themselves and their families, but because they won by defying the rules, they unwittingly become the faces of an impending rebellion.

**YA CD-BOOK COL**

Read by Carolyn McCormick. In a future North America, where the rulers of Panem maintain control through an annual televised survival competition pitting young people from each of the twelve districts against one another, sixteen-year-old Katniss's skills are put to the test when she voluntarily takes her younger sister's place.

**YA CD-BOOK COL**

Read by Carolyn McCormick. Having survived the Hunger Games twice before, Katniss Everdeen is lucky to be alive. However, she is far from safe. With the Capitol and President Snow blaming her for the strife plaguing District 12, Katniss must sacrifice herself to protect her loved ones.

**YA CD-BOOK LOW**

Performance by Ron Rifkin. At the annual Ceremony of Twelve, Jonas is chosen for something special as his life assignment. This leads him to The Giver, a man who holds all the memories of the past. Through this man, Jonas learns the terrible truth about the society in which he lives.

**YA CD-BOOK MEY**

Read by Ilyana Kadushin and Matt Walters. Twilight tempted the imagination. New Moon made readers thirsty for more. Eclipse turned the saga into a
worldwide phenomenon. And now, the book that everyone has been waiting for... Breaking Dawn, the final book in the #1 bestselling Twilight Saga, will take your breath away.

YA CD-BOOK MEY
Meyer, Stephenie, 1973-. Eclipse. Library ed. New York : Listening Library, p2007. Read by Ilyana Kadushin. Bella must choose between her friendship with Jacob and her relationship with Edward, both vampires, but when Seattle is ravaged by a mysterious string of killings, the three of them need to decide whether their personal lives are more important than the well-being of an entire city.

YA CD-BOOK MEY
Meyer, Stephenie, 1973-. New moon. Library ed. New York : Listening Library, p2006. Read by Ilyana Kadushin. When the Cullens, including her beloved Edward, leave Forks rather than risk revealing that they are vampires, it is almost too much for eighteen-year-old Bella to bear, but she finds solace in her friend Jacob until he is drawn into a "cult" and changes in terrible ways.

YA CD-BOOK MEY

YA CD-BOOK ROT
Roth, Veronica. Divergent. [Holland, Ohio] : Dreamscape Media, p2012. Read by Emma Galvin. Beatrice Pryor lives in a dystopian Chicago, which is divided into five factions devoted to different virtues. On a set day every year, sixteen-year-olds must select which faction they will devote the rest of their lives to. Beatrice must choose between staying with her family and being who she really is. Beatrice also has a secret, one she has been warned can mean death if exposed. Now, Beatrice will be forced to make tough choices that can determine the course of her future.

YA CD-BOOK ROT
Roth, Veronica. Insurgent. Unabridged ed. Holland, Ohio : Dreamscape Media, p2012. Read by Emma Galvin. Tris's initiation day should have been marked by celebration and victory with her chosen faction; instead, the day ended with unspeakable horrors. War now looms as conflict between the factions and their ideologies grows. Transformed by her own decisions but also by haunting grief and guilt, radical new discoveries, and shifting relationships, Tris must fully embrace her Divergence, even if she does not know what she may lose by doing so.

YA CD-BOOK ROW
opened again at the Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, second-year student Harry Potter finds himself in danger from a dark power that has once more been released on the school.

Ya CD-Book Row

Read by Jim Dale. Burdened with the dark, dangerous, and seemingly impossible task of locating and destroying Voldemort's remaining Horcruxes, Harry, feeling alone and uncertain about his future, struggles to find the inner strength he needs to follow the path set out before him.

Ya CD-Book Row

Read by Jim Dale. Harry Potter, a fourth-year student at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, longs to escape his hateful relatives, the Dursleys, and live as a normal fourteen-year-old wizard, but what Harry does not yet realize is that he is not a normal wizard, and in his case, different can be deadly.

Ya CD-Book Row

Read by Jim Dale. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince takes up the story of Harry Potter's sixth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry at this point in the midst of the storm of this battle of good and evil.

Ya CD-Book Row

Performance by Jim Dale. Harry Potter, now a fifth-year student at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, struggles with a threatening teacher, problematic house elf, the dread of upcoming final exams, and haunting dreams that hint toward his mysterious past.

Ya CD-Book Row

Read by Jim Dale. For twelve years, the dread fortress of Azkaban held an infamous prisoner named Sirius Black. Convicted of killing thirteen people with a single curse, he was said to be the heir apparent to the Dark Lord, Voldemort. Now he has escaped, leaving only two clues as to where he might be headed: Harry Potter's defeat of You-Know-Who was Black's downfall as well. And the Azkaban guards heard Black muttering in his sleep, "He's at Hogwarts." Harry Potter isn't safe, not even within the walls of his magical school, surrounded by his friends. Because on top of it all, there may well be a traitor in their midst.

Ya CD-Book Row

Performance by Jim Dale. Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a great
destiny proves his worth while attending Hogwarts School for Wizards and Witches.

YA CD-BOOK SHA

YA CD-BOOK VER

YA FIC CHBOSKY

YA FIC CLARE
Clare, Cassandra. City of bones. New York : Margaret K. McElderry Books, c2007. Suddenly able to see demons and the Darkhunters who are dedicated to returning them to their own dimension, fifteen-year-old Clary Fray is drawn into this bizarre world when her mother disappears and Clary herself is almost killed by a monster.

YA FIC COLLINS
Collins, Suzanne. Catching fire. 1st ed. New York : Scholastic Press, 2009. By winning the annual Hunger Games, District 12 tributes Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark have secured a life of safety and plenty for themselves and their families, but because they won by defying the rules, they unwittingly become the faces of an impending rebellion.

YA FIC COLLINS
Collins, Suzanne. The Hunger Games. 1st ed. New York : Scholastic Press, 2008. Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen accidentally becomes a contender in the annual Hunger Games, a grave competition hosted by the Capitol where young boys and girls are pitted against one another in a televised fight to the death.

YA FIC COLLINS
Collins, Suzanne. Mockingjay. 1st ed. New York : Scholastic Press, 2010. Katniss Everdeen, having survived the Hunger Games twice, learns she and her family and friends are in danger because the Capitol holds her responsible for the unrest and races against time to protect those she cares about and the people of District 12.

YA FIC DASHNER
Dashner, James, 1972-. The maze runner. 1st ed. New York : Delacorte Press, c2009. Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the middle of a maze and realizes he must work with the community in which he finds himself if he is to escape.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Scorch Trials</td>
<td>James Dashner, 1972-</td>
<td>1st ed. New York: Delacorte Press, c2010.</td>
<td>Thomas and the Gladers, having solved the Maze, plan on returning to their lives, but instead find the earth a wasteland with Cranks roaming the desert in search of their next meal and they are faced with the challenge of crossing the Scorch in two weeks in order to arrive at a safe haven.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I Stay</td>
<td>Gayle Forman</td>
<td>1st ed. New York: Dutton Children's Books, 2009.</td>
<td>While in a coma following an automobile accident that killed her parents and younger brother, seventeen-year-old Mia, a gifted cellist, weighs whether to live with her grief or join her family in death.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beautiful Creatures</td>
<td>Kami Garcia</td>
<td>1st ed. Boston: Little, Brown, 2009.</td>
<td>In a small South Carolina town, where it seems little has changed since the Civil War, sixteen-year-old Ethan is powerfully drawn to Lena, a new classmate with whom he shares a psychic connection and whose family hides a dark secret that may be revealed on her sixteenth birthday.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fault in Our Stars</td>
<td>John Green, 1977-</td>
<td>1st ed. New York: Dutton Books, c2012.</td>
<td>Sixteen year old Hazel, who has cancer, meets Augustus at a kids-with-cancer support group and as they fall in love they both wonder how they will be remembered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Towns</td>
<td>John Green, 1977-</td>
<td>1st ed. New York: Dutton Books, c2008.</td>
<td>One month before graduating from his Central Florida high school, Quentin &quot;Q&quot; Jacobsen basks in the predictable boredomness of his life until the beautiful and exciting Margo Roth Spiegelman, Q's neighbor and classmate, takes him on a midnight adventure and then mysteriously disappears.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Am Number Four</td>
<td>Pittacus Lore</td>
<td>1st ed. New York: Harper, c2010.</td>
<td>In rural Ohio, friendships and a beautiful girl prove distracting to a fifteen-year-old who has hidden on Earth for ten years waiting to develop the Legacies, or powers, he will need to rejoin the other six surviving Garde members and fight the Mogadorians who destroyed their planet, Lorien.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Giver</td>
<td>Lois Lowry</td>
<td>Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1993.</td>
<td>Given his lifetime assignment at the Ceremony of Twelve, Jonas becomes the receiver of memories shared by only one other in his community and discovers the terrible truth about the society in which he lives.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, she has endured a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife to reach the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice either to join the dark but seductive world of immortals or pursue a fully human life has become the thread from which the fate of two tribes hangs. Now that Bella has made her decision, a startling chain of unprecedented events is about to unfold with potentially devastating and unfathomable consequences. Just when the frayed strands of Bella's life seem ready to heal and knit together, could they be destroyed--forever?.

**YA FIC MEYER**

Bella must choose between her friendship with Jacob and her relationship with Edward, both vampires, but when Seattle is ravaged by a mysterious string of killings, the three of them need to decide whether their personal lives are more important than the well-being of an entire city.

**YA FIC MEYER**

When the Cullens, including her beloved Edward, leave Forks rather than risk revealing that they are vampires, it is almost too much for eighteen-year-old Bella to bear, but she finds solace in her friend Jacob until he is drawn into a "cult" and changes in terrible ways.

**YA FIC MEYER**

When seventeen-year-old Bella leaves Phoenix to live with her father in Forks, Washington, she meets an exquisitely handsome boy at school for whom she feels an overwhelming attraction and who she comes to realize is not wholly human.

**YA FIC OLIVER**

Lena looks forward to receiving the government-mandated cure that prevents the delirium of love and leads to a safe, predictable, and happy life, until ninety-five days before her eighteenth birthday and her treatment, when she falls in love.

**YA FIC RIGGS**

After a family tragedy, Jacob feels compelled to explore an abandoned orphanage on an island off the coast of Wales, discovering disturbing facts about the children who were kept there.

**YA FIC ROTH**

The faction-based society that Tris Prior once believed
in is shattered--fractured by violence and power struggles and scarred by loss and betrayal. So when offered a chance to explore the world past the limits she's known, Tris is ready. But will she be prepared to face impossible choices about courage, allegiance, sacrifice and love?

YA FIC ROTH

In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five predetermined factions to define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers that she is an anomaly who does not fit into any one group, and that the society she lives in is not perfect after all.

YA FIC ROTH

"As war surges in the dystopian society around her, sixteen-year-old Divergent Tris Prior must continue trying to save those she loves--and herself--while grappling with haunting questions of grief and forgiveness, identity and loyalty, politics and love"--.

YA FIC ROW


YA FIC SACHAR

As further evidence of his family's bad fortune which they attribute to a curse on a distant relative, Stanley Yelnats is sent to a hellish correctional camp in the Texas desert where he finds his first real friend, a treasure, and a new sense of himself.

YA FIC SUTCLIFF

A young centurion ventures among the hostile tribes beyond the Roman Wall to recover the eagle standard of the Ninth, a legion which mysteriously disappeared under his father's command.

YA FIC TOLKIEN

Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives comfortably in his hobbit-hole until the day the wandering wizard Gandalf chooses him to take part in an adventure from which he may never return.

YA FIC VANDRAANEN

In alternating chapters, two teenagers describe how their feelings about themselves, each other, and their families have changed over the years.

YA FIC YANCY

"Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien invasion, must rescue her young brother from the enemy with help
from a boy who may be one of them"--Provided by publisher.

**YA PLAYAWAY ALC**


**YA PLAYAWAY AUS**


**YA PLAYAWAY LOW**

Lowry, Lois. *The giver*. New York : Random House Audio ;, 2006. Performance by Ron Rifkin. Given his lifetime assignment at the Ceremony of Twelve, Jonas becomes the receiver of memories shared by only one other in his community and discovers the terrible truth about the society in which he lives.

**YA PLAYAWAY SHE**

Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, 1797-1851. *Frankenstein*. Falls Church, VA : Sound Room Pub. ;, 2002. Read by Ralph Cosham. A monster assembled by a scientist develops a mind of his own as he learns to loathe himself and hate his creator.